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Company growth and development are often accompanied by
common challenges related to information management:
● lack of unified information on customers - data is distributed
among separated silos (systems), and it's really hard to get the
complete picture;
● disconnected departments - corporate processes are automated
using different systems that are not synchronized, and so customer
service becomes intermittent;
● unrealized potential of cooperation - due to the lack of complete
understanding of customer relations with the company.
The timely resolution of these issues opens exciting opportunities for
business growth and an increase in efficiency. One of the ways to address
them - is to leverage a powerful platform that's capable of orchestration
of the existing systems, replacing their outdated parts and providing
control over the IT landscape. And Salesforce Platform, being one of the
world's cloud automation champions, is a great choice.
I've outlined the most typical stages of Salesforce integration
projects to help you make the right decisions based on best practices.
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Analyze
The goal of this stage is to define the current state of the
organization. The most important questions to resolve:
● the list of entities presented in the IT ecosystem and their attributes;
● currently existing systems and their functional purpose.

Sales
Let's try to combine the most common components that our IT
landscape could consist of, so we can get a picture of a self-sufficient
multilateral system. It must be able to support the full cycle of the
company's life. What is the very starting point of almost every business in
the world? That's a client – a person, who's most probably interested in
your services or products. And yes – it is obvious that one of the main
parts of the system should implement a flawless sales process and
corresponding level of customer engagement. Such assumption allows us
to define the first part of the system – CRM component (on diagram),
which is responsible for interaction with customers and collecting their
information relevant for business processes that are currently in use.
Marketing
Communication with clients is quite a complex task that requires a
reasonable approach to choosing tools for building your customer
interaction processes. Most CRM systems provide some basic marketing
functionality, so it makes it possible to send some emails to customers or
let them submit some landing forms, but comprehensive flow can be
guaranteed by professional external modules. Let's define it as a separate
Marketing component (on diagram) block.
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Billing & Resources
When you face any issues with financial processing and reporting, it
means that this is the time to pay attention to accounting automation. If
current CRM+Marketing composition is not capable of scaling and fitting
the required level of transactional, quoting, or billing processes, the
situation forces us to look for a new module built exactly for that. That is
why one of the most encountered issues and tasks for the IT department
is to investigate integration capabilities of ERP and Accounting (on
diagram) modules to include them in current processes and combine with
the CRM core.
Business Intelligence
Automatically calculated KPI's and business insights can be
extremely helpful when making decisions on further ways of company
evolution. Producing low- and high-level reports and indicating sales
process or customer interaction weaknesses allow us to draw the correct
conclusion and plan corresponding correction activities on different
management levels. What information may be helpful for that? The
answer is "any" – just let your BI component (on diagram) analyse the
data you already have in the system and use the results!
Data Warehousing
Once your system has grown, it starts to iteratively evolve: existing
and connected modules are being modified and new components are
introduced and integrated. Every new piece of the system may require
different sets and levels of data from various modules, so it becomes
helpful to connect a Data Warehouse component (on diagram) to be able
to backup and share both sensitive and secondary data from different
parts of the system.
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Event Management & Data Sync
When building a large system which is able to support the complex
functionality described above, it is crucial to ensure the integrity and
relevance of information, as well as its timely receipt in various layers of
the system. Popular solutions for that are ESB (Enterprise Service Bus, on
diagram) and ETL (Extract/Transform/Load, on diagram) services built to
support

real-time

and

scheduled

uni-

and

bidirectional

data

synchronisation.
Here's the diagram of a medium-scale IT landscape with all the above
mentioned

components

represented

with

their

connections

and

dependencies:
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Look high resolution version here

Diagram 1 - Basic Landscape
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Localize & Replace
The focus of this stage is to define the functional components
that are bottlenecks for company's scaling, or lack the integration
capabilities or flexibility to enable true corporate connectivity. The
most important questions to answer:
● where does the company have to adjust its processes to the
limitations of IT systems?
● has the pace of any IT component become the blocker for
organizational evolution?
● are there any scaling or performance issues faced already or
expected in the foreseen future?
Such components are replaced with automations configured on
existing Salesforce modules or built on Force.com platform.
CRM
Basic CRM systems are not too extensible and do not provide
such a large set of utilities as the Salesforce platform does. Managing
landing forms, serving inbound/outbound emails via extended and
customisable trigger-based services, integrated and extendable call
centers and wide flexible application programming interfaces allow
not only to connect Salesforce to the existing system but to fully
replace few existing modules with a single cloud also. Following
diagram

shows

a

Salesforce

migration

scenario

from

the

multicomponent CRM to a solid and scalable block. End customer
experience is not impacted, agent responses are improved and
accelerated.
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Look high resolution version here

Diagram 2 - CRM Replacement
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ERP
Most ERP systems keep focus on working with financial data,
associated document flows, assets management and contracts, draft
and signed. Such processes are commonly quite complex and are
associated with some legacy instructions – it means that replicating it
on Salesforce side may take some time and will have to be fully
retested and approved on all management levels. In that case, let's
concentrate on some real value which can be brought by integrating
a Salesforce instance to the system: customer interaction, website
integration, providing seamless sales processes encapsulation. End
customer experience is not impacted, processes are combined,
accelerated and scaled.
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Look high resolution version here

Diagram 3 - ERP Replacement
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ESB/ETL
We have not in vain mentioned that Salesforce is a platform – a
new SF instance is not just another component to integrate into
existing infrastructure but a chance to optimise overall data
processing and provide more consistency to the system. Acting as a
connecting block, this SF module can take responsibility for the
integration

of

the

other

blocks

and

provide

ESB/ETL-based

component integration design. Choosing a type of architecture, in
this case, must be based on estimated data volumes, the concept of
extensibility and scalability of the system. End customer experience
is not impacted, processes are combined and accelerated.
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Look high resolution version here

Diagram 4 - ESB/ETL Replacement
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Connect
The goal of this stage is to leverage powerful integration
capabilities of Salesforce and connect the remaining systems in one
centrally orchestrated IT domain. The main questions to resolve:
● define the source of truth for all corporate data;
● outline the data flows on the operational and managerial levels,
build the needed metrics, reports and dashboards for corporate
management;
● connect the business processes to achieve seamless internal and
customer cooperation flows.
Approaches
The application of the methods presented and described above
transforms the existing system into a less distributed and more
independent set of components, presented in the following diagram.
As a result of integrating Salesforce into the existing IT landscape, this
structure does not violate the main/intermediate data flows and
customer interaction processes, but simplifies the work of agents, the
data distribution approach and the general principles of connecting
and expanding component structure.
However, the flexibility of the Salesforce system allows us to run
implementation in different ways, it can:
● fit into an existing structure as an integration core system;
● replace CRM with extra auxiliary modules;
● replace ERP with extra auxiliary modules;
● replace custom modules;
● provide

configurable

interface

for

internal

and

external

customer-facing screens;
● or do it all together!
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Diagram 5 - Salesforce Landscape

L
 ook high resolution version here
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Technologies
Technological aspects of Salesforce integration capabilities are
really miscellaneous – it supports a number of integration principles
and can fit into almost any architecture. Bulk data uploads, single
record sync, custom interfaces and event publishing – all these
operations are supported by default and are automatically adjusted
to be compatible with data structures already in use. The interfaces
which cover the most component integration and data sync cases are
highlighted in bold.

REST API
Create, read, update, and delete records, search or query data,
retrieve object metadata and access information about org limits.
Great for mobile and web apps.
SOAP API
The same functionality asREST API but based on a different
protocol and WSDL description. Great for writing server-to-server
integrations.
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Bulk API
This is an asynchronous RESTful API for querying and handling
large amounts of data at once. Great for running migration of lots of
records, such as initial data upload or running data backups.
Streaming API
Publish-subscribe design and broadcasting data changes. Great
for building apps with UI based on capturing frequent data
modifications.
Limits
Any cloud system has its own usage limits but it is also scalable
— it is an important aspect which must be taken into account in
order not to overpay for unused system resources and to be able to
configure the cloud power for a specific system structure. I
recommend using the following reference to get acquainted with
basic Salesforce limits when designing a new implementation or
expanding the e
 xisting one.
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Explore
There's a set of solutions in the Salesforce domain that have
become a powerful trend in the modern cloud landscape. Leverage
of these clouds furthermore unifies and scales the organizational IT
ecosystem.
Marketing
Exploring other possible system improvements and Salesforce
clouds, we may pay some attention to a Marketing Cloud tool which
provides one of the most targeted and comprehensive customer
engagement experience. It is a great option to consider when
thinking about the future of the marketing component to be chosen
for a system to scale.
A quick overview of MC capabilities provided by SF:
● Connect known and unknown profiles to gain a unified view of
the customer.
● Leverage data and artificial intelligence to make every interaction
relevant.
● Create two-way, real-time engagement when and where the
customer wants.
● Measure, report, and optimise on marketing performance,
impact, and customer loyalty.
Accounting System
Accounting solutions are provided by Salesforce partners as
packages and can be installed directly to the cloud, so they become
seamlessly embedded to the SF interface and associated with
corresponding SF users. A couple of package examples are
mentioned o
 n the diagram.
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ERP System
ERP can be built directly in Salesforce with help of provided
customisation and development tools but there are also some
packaged options to be considered: Salesforce CPQ + Billing brings
capabilities to manage quotes, contracts, assets and billing right in
Salesforce without need to log into an external ERP system and
keeping both systems updated.
Business Intelligence
Einstein Analytics + Tableau is a set of Salesforce tools which
allows us to connect various data sources to the system, transform
it into a single format, to run AI-driven analysis and represent the
results in handy dynamic dashboards. Moreover, using such a cloud
simplifies the overall SF-based system structure.
Data Warehousing
Salesforce is not designed to be a data warehousing solution, so
it is recommended to keep the data lake in a separate
environment if there is a need for such a component.
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Conclusions and recommendations
● The flexibility and scalability of Salesforce platform allows its
leverage in almost any existing IT landscape, in organizations of
different sizes, stages of lifecycle and industries;
● Decisions on the roadmap and priorities of Salesforce
implementation should be made based on consideration of saving
costs and realizing opportunities of company development;
● It's too easy to overcomplicate the IT infrastructure by using the
disconnected systems with narrow specialization, instead of utilizing
powerful versatile platforms, so any organization requires strategic
vision on its IT ecosystem.
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The checklist for IT ecosystem optimization:
● identify all data entities for your organization with their
attributes;
● enlist the functional components of your IT ecosystem, and
detalize the flows of data processing and exchange between
them;
● reveal the bottlenecks and disconnections in business processes;
● localize the opportunities for automations of data processing to
save costs or improve sales;
● work out the strategic vision for your company's IT landscape;
● calculate the possible ROI for the potential IT investments,
indicate the roadmap;
● allocate the budget and start implementation;
● using a professional Salesforce consulting company such as
Twistellar, is not required, but will definitely reduce the risks and
indirect costs of implementation.
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Feeling like teaming up with us at Twistellar? We are excited too!
Whether you'd like to customize your org, built a bespoke application
or integrate a third-party tool, T
 wistellar is ready to help you.
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